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Article Review: Combining Synthetic, Natural Toxins Could Disarm Cancer, 

Drug-Resistant Bacteria Medicine is not incarcerated in the Science-only jail; 

it is not merely a confined space where arts have no interference. In my 

opinion all branches of knowledge are interconnected and it would be a 

shame to consider arts something different from science. The Art of War by 

Sun Tzu has mentioned many times the art of deception in winning a fight. 

Who would have known that this method would be used in medicine to cure 

cancer! The article Combining Synthetic, Natural Toxins Could Disarm 

Cancer, Drug-Resistant Bacteria by Jade Boyd tells us exactly how war tactics

can be used in medicine to fight cancer. 

Many readers would be shocked to read the article, thinking is it even 

possible to deceive bacteria, I find it very insightful and innovative if this 

method has shown results. 

For instance, a drug called D-KLAKLAK-2, is known for destroying cancer 

cells. But it is also effective against Gram-negative a bacterium that fights 

against anti-biotic. Now scientists have devised a way to fuse this drug with 

naturally occurring toxins called AMPs. These are like the chemical weapons 

which bacteria themselves have developed overtime. 

So here comes the art of war; this AMP is combined with D-KLAKLAK and 

given to the patient. Now bacteria gets ‘ confused’ and can’t predict or see a 

pattern in the drug that is in the body to kill it. It delivers a knockout punch 

and dies. In my view this is a brilliant scheme. 

It is wonderful to know that such innovation is possible in medicine. From 

research, it is proven that bacteria, over time, can develop highly immune 

system that can resist a drug that it is fighting. The more drug a patient 
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takes, the more resistive bacteria becomes. To resolve this issue, scientists 

have developed a method to kill the bacteria by ‘ distracting’ it. The drug is 

combined with naturally occurring toxins so the bacteria unable to ‘ read’ the

moves of the drug and gets effectively knocked out. 

In my opinion such innovative methods are must in any field. It is very 

common to observe that when a patient goes to a doctor and complains 

about some bacterial infection, usually the bacteria gets stronger, as if it has

a mind of its own and practices fighting the drug, and gets stronger in the 

process. 

I’m sure that the side effects of this method of combining natural toxins and 

the cancer fighting drug are small, as only a small amount is administered to

the patient. 

One thing that crossed my mind while reading the article was its 

effectiveness in proven tests and experiments. How successful has it been 

on humans/animals so far? This is the question I would like to be answered. 

The article doesn’t mention anything on this issue. Having said that, I still 

think that this method is very innovative, it seems theoretically sound. If 

there is a survey in which civilian opinion is required regarding approval or 

disapproval of this drug, I would certainly sign saying yes, this drug method 

needs to be established on FDA approved basis. There should be very little 

time in between its successful testing and its approval and hitting the market

or hospitals. 
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Drug-Resistant Bacteria." ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 11 Feb. 2013. Web. 12 
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